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Abstract

International exchange gets active in nations with the increase of Internet use and

heading toward digital age. Thus the communication conveying image of nations effectively

plays an important role in an international society. Sports events are regarded as important

international exchange events and good opportunities for public relations of one's own

country and taken as tools of planting good images in other nations.

This study surveyed the concept and history of uniform through the documents and

previous studies in order to find the aesthetic characteristics of sportswear uniform

applying the image of national ensign and investigates the origin and start time in Korea of

selected 6 sports items. As a result of finding the expression way of ensign image and

drawing the aesthetic characteristics by analyzing the use and variation of ensign colors,

the use of colors other than ensign and reflection of ensign form in collected 60 sports

uniforms, this study could draw the symbolical beauty, beauty of variation and beauty of

brevity.

First, symbolical beauty is the aesthetic characteristics expressing uniforms by using the

pattern ensign symbolizes and ensign colors themselves or enlarging a part of ensign.

Second, beauty of variation is the aesthetic characteristics creating geometrical new

patterns in uniform through the distortion and exaggeration of ensign shape, or

transforming the colors themselves of ensign.

Third, beauty of brevity is the aesthetic characteristics using other colors only as

decorative factor while applying the main colors of ensign to the most part of uniform, or

unifying the uniforms with only one color of ensign.

As a result of survey, the proportion of the symbolical beauty was highest in summer

season and beauty of brevity and beauty of variation followed and the proportion of beauty

of variation was highest and the symbolical beauty and beauty of brevity followed after that

in winter season.

This study found the way of expressing image of one's own country in sports uniform

through this article, expecting the exact recognition on sports uniform and the diversity of

sports uniform design in which the images of the nation are expressed more variously.

Key Words : sportswear uniform, symbolical beauty, beauty of variation, beauty of brevity
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I. Introduction

1. Object

International exchange gets active in nations

with the increase of Internet use and heading

toward digital age. Thus the communication

conveying image of nations effectively plays an

important role in an international society, several

countries shows their attitude to be more

positive to promote their own nations. Sports

events are also regarded as important international

exchange events and good opportunities for

public relations of one's own country and taken

as tools of planting good images in other

nations.

Development of sportswear uniform design is

more important because “2011 Daegu Athletic

Meeting” that will be opened in Korea and also

the country obtained an opportunity to open

"2014 Incheon Asian Games“. As above, now

exchanges among countries are active. Sportswear

uniforms to promote one's country are important

because effective promotion of better national

image influences on people and economy in one

country.

Man's dress and its ornaments not only played

the basic role to protect body but also

symbolized identity in the past, now it shows

career and satisfies personal aesthetic desire.

Especially uniform among dresses and its

ornaments gives connectedness and identity to

members, it can be said that uniform does the

role to establish order in various, complex

society. Sportswear uniforms of the present time

are not simply for sports game but also give the

feeling of solidarity and used as important visual

medium to show and promote images of each

of the countries inside and outside, and also

they have to express the symbol and idea of

one's group well. So the design of sportswear

uniform should be efficient one that reflects and

considers those.

The object of this study is to find the way to

express ensign images and aesthetic characteristics

by case analysis of uniforms for athletes in

various international sporting events.

2. Arrange and Method of Study

This study defined sportswear uniforms as

group clothes that are wore by athletes at

various kinds sports games or international

sports competitions and separated summer

season and winter season, researched, and then

limited uniforms of summer season sports to

soccer sportswear uniforms, volleyball sportswear

uniform and baseball sportswear uniform. Among

uniforms of winter season sports, this study

limited it to short track skate sportswear

uniforms, hockey sportswear uniforms and bobsleigh

sportswear uniforms. The reason to choose 6

sports as soccer, volleyball, baseball and ice

hockey was that they are popular to the public

and have pro teams. And the reason to choose

short track speed skate and bobsleigh was that

the uniforms reflect ensign images the most.

Among summer season sports, this study

limited soccer uniforms to those that were used

for 2006 German World Cup that was the

biggest international game opened the most

recently. It researched volleyball uniforms for

World Championship that was opened at Japan

in 2006 and baseball uniforms for the athletes

of 2006 World Baseball Classic. About all the

three sports in winter season, This study

researched the uniforms that were wore by

athletes in 2006 Torino Winter Olympic.

To collect sportswear uniform images, this

study searched images at http://www.torino2006.

org, www.google.com and for summer sports.

Also this study did image searching at web sites
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for competitions of each of the sports and

chose pictures that shows ensign images well. It

designated 10 countries for each sport and

collected total 261 images. 70 images of

soccer, 33 images of volleyball, 32 images of

baseball, 46 images of short track speed skate,

42 images of ice hockey, and 38 images of

bobsleigh. This study chose 10 pictures for each

of the sports, total 60 pictures that show ensign

images clearly and the traits.

This study researched the concept of uniforms

and sportswear uniforms, the history by studying

records, studies in past and found origins of 6

designated sports and the time of their

beginning in Korea. By analyzing use and

variation of colors from ensigns, use of other

colors, reflection of the ensign shapes with 60

collected sportswear uniforms, this study found

the way of expressing ensign images and

aesthetic characteristics.

II. Concept and History of
Sportswear Uniforms

1. Concept and History of Uniforms

Uniforms are certain form of clothes that are

made by certain standard. The etymology is a

compound word from unus and forma. It means

certain type of shape or outward look.1) Not like

general free casual wears, it has a trait to have

new shape or ornaments by the object. The

archetype is shown from military uniforms,

official uniforms, religious clothes, uniforms for

ceremony, sports clothes for competition and

school uniforms.2) Roach and Eicher said the

etymology of uniform is one form, all alike, it

can be interpreted that it means one type of

shape, in other words, same dresses and its

ornaments. Also they said 'Uniforms are made

as a mean to show individual relationships in a

group'3), Langner said 'Uniforms show off an

individual or a group, it is a major mean to

transform the authority to the supreme power.'4)

In other words, uniforms gives the feeling of

solidarity and a sense of unity, separate itself

with other groups, symbolize one's organization

and deliver independent idea and individual

character by letting wearers to wear one form or

same dresses and its ornaments,

Josep and Alex said uniform has five

important functions. First, uniforms symbolize

members of one's group and the trait allows the

members identify each other or force them to

do it. Second, uniform 'shows' or 'hides' the

role at the same time. In other words, it delivers

somebody's present role and hides information

about all the other roles, especially the uniforms

in the army or prisons can be the examples.

Third, uniform certify an individual as a member

of a group, that is, it represent the group, and

so it legalize the members' roles in given

situations by giving responsibility about attitude

for each persons. Fourth, uniform limits

individuality by symbolizing that a person who

wears is not an individual but a part of a group.

Fifth, uniform deals with problems of a group.

Because uniform forms a group system or

unified awareness, it predicates symbolism and

the symbolism not only express original idea and

individuality of one's group but also affect on

the wearer's awareness much. So uniforms can

do the complete functions when it is performed

successfully in a whole environment, not only

when it simply performs the role.5) When a

person wear a uniform, it symbolizes not only

the person but the group that the person

belongs to and shows the person's social

position, important role and duty are given.

Externally, it symbolize organizations and deliver
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the image of them, internally, encourage having

good attitude at work and efficiency of labor.

Also it makes a member to have rightful

awareness about one's group, pride about one's

duty, one's attitude to keep the order and a

sense of responsibility about one's role.

To guess where mode's state being uniform

will arrive, the clue is in China. In China, they

say people in every region, of every class, even

two different genders, men and women wore

same clothes.6) In Ancient Africa, Alaska, New

Zealand, one family or tribe had its own

insignia, they showed the group they belongs to

by expressing it on their bodies as tattoo or

drawing. The time can be considered as the

beginning of dresses and its ornaments that

shows the identity of group with the

characteristics of uniforms7). In Korea, the word

'Jaebok‘ has been used in the time of

enlightenment. It seems to be called 'uniform'

since English was mixed as a language

commonly used after liberation. With economic

growth that has begun since the society had

been settled in the 1960s, industries adopted

uniforms of employees, but the uniforms at the

time focused on only convenience for activities,

functions, a sense of unity and consistency.8) In

the 1970s, uniforms appeared as 'working

clothes‘ which was new range of clothes for

professional men9). In the 1980s, it was

activated to promote single industrial image to

attract customers and for service competition, it

can be considered the beginning that the

functions of uniforms was displayed.10)

2. Concept and History of Sportswear
Uniforms

First regulated uniforms for certain sports was

nude, they played sports in the nude at ancient

Greek Olympics <Picture 1>. Athletes had complete

different aspects with vulgar people. They chose

to be naked as an expression that they get off

their clothes and give their bodies and souls to

the God and further, because they believed

beautiful body is given by the God.11) After the

time, when sports were focused as opportunities

of exchange of good cultures and countries by

restoration of modern Olympics in 1896, various

sports were rearranged and rules were

established, the concept of sports uniform found

its place in the society. At that time, athletes

wore uniforms of various kinds and colors, Burke

<Picture 2> who was an American athlete in a

trouser which reaches the knees and running

shirt with long sleeves participated and became

a gold medalist. The running shirt he wore at

the time became a synonym for underwear

today.12)

Because sports spread in civil life from the end of

19th century to 20th century,

Rationalization of clothing life were encourage,

so sportswear were developed. Gradually the

functions and finality of sports clothes affect on

ordinary dresses. For professional sportswear,

unique and professional private sports clothes

appeared, they were active sports clothes that

showed originality and symbolism.13) Especially it

was not exaggeration if it said that uniforms of

national teams among sportswear uniforms for

various sports events reflected national symbols,

athletes could distinguish teams and supporters

could use it as a mean to express their

affection. As above, popularization of sports

effected on the development of sportswear

uniforms. Sportswear uniforms that were used to

distinguish opponent teams and for free

movements, as much as it has made arenas of

competition with products made with high

technology of sporting goods companies in

international events since the 1990s,
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Effect on breaking sports records by the meeting

of space-age materials and new technology. Also

various fashionable uniforms <Picture 3> were

introduced. It even became a popular fashion item.

<Picture 1> Sports in the nude
in ancient greece.

<Picture 2> A sportswear uniform that an athlete,
Burke wore at field and track events in 1896.

<Picture 3> Sports clothes that is made from space-
age materials and applied new technology.

III. Kinds and Case Analysis of
Sportswear Uniforms

1. Summer Season

Representative sports in summer season are

28 sports as track and field, boat race,

badminton, baseball, basketball, boxing, canoe,

cycle, horse riding, fencing, soccer, gymnastics,

weight lifting, handball, hockey, judo, wrestling,

swimming, modern pentathlon, softball, taekwondo,

tennis, table tennis, shooting, western-style

archery, triathlon, yacht, volleyball. The biggest

competition for summer sports is Olympic

Games. They are a set of international sports

competitions which take place every four years.

The origin of ancient Olympics is religious

celebration which mixed religious event and

sports by the ancient Greeks who worshiped

beauty, it's begun from B.C 776, and the object

was cultivating warriors by developing physical

ability and mental power of young people. Then

Coubertin from France held modern Olympics for

mutual understanding and friendship among the

youth in all countries of the world and world

peace by sports festivals.14) Also there are Asian

Games which takes place every four years and

World Championship in Athletics, those events

will be held in Korea as '2011 Daegul

Championship in Athletics' and '2014 Incheon

Asian Games'. And World Baseball Classic,

World Cup, Volleyball World League, World

Basketball Championships, FINA World Championship

are opened as summer season sports events.

This study limited the objects to uniforms of

soccer, volleyball and baseball which are popular

in the world and have professional leagues and

researched them. Also it chose 10 countries for

each of the sports and performed case analysis.

1) Soccer

A sport which has a form of soccer as plying

with a ball to kick has begun before Christ. In

BC 6~7 centuries, A sport named Harpaston

was prevalent in Ancient Greece. Harpaston was

a training for worriers or military sports, it was

played by two teams that keeps goal line its

own goal line in its camp, the players

approached to the opposite side by kicking or
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tossing a ball and went across the goal line

which was kept by the opponent team. This

Harpaston was introduced in U.K when the

romans invaded the country and it was

developed to the early soccer. It was the 1800s

that soccer had a form as now, FA (Football

Association) was founded in U.K on October

26th, 1863.15)

Soccer in U.K. remained in existence at

private middle schools and high schools when

ball games declined, soccer game which was

intense and violent were born again to a sport

to follow accurate rules by effect of

industrialization after 1830. Then they decided to

adopt the rules by Cambridge in 1845 and

founded a kind of Football Association (F.A.).16)

The year when modern soccer originated from

U.K. is known as 1882 (Gojong 19) from the

crews of Flying Horse which was a warship of

U.K. and landed Incheon Harbor. Formal soccer

was introduced on June 9th, 1904 by opening

the great sports meeting at Heungcheonsa,

soccer was included. First soccer game in Korea

was a match between Korea Athletic Club and

Hwangseong Christian young men's association

at Seoul Training School on June 10th, 1905.17)

The case to use original color of the ensign is

one country, France. Countries to use varied

colors of the ensigns are the Republic of Korea

and Portugal, Korea decrease the saturation of

red and blue and used it, Portugal decreased

the brightness of red down and used it.

Countries that used colors from ensigns and

other colors are 3 countries as Netherlands,

Brazil and Spain. Netherlands used orange color

for all parts of upper clothes, it symbolize

symbolical color of the country that was

originated from the Orange Royal Family. Also

Brazil and Spain used blue for pants, it is not

from the ensign. Countries that used colors and

shapes of ensign are 3 countries as Belgium,

Croatia and Paraguay, Belgium used color of the

ensign and also expressed stripe pattern which

symbolize the ensign on neckline of upper

clothes and edges of sleeves. Croatia used

check pattern of red and white which is located

in the center of the ensign and so showed

symbolism. Paraguay also used colors and strip

pattern of the ensign on upper clothes overall, it

is considered to use the shape of ensign.

Argentina used colors from the ensign and other

colors and also shape of the ensign, stripe

pattern that expresses shape of the ensign and

color were used for upper clothes, indigo blue

which is not from the ensign was used for

pants.

2) Volleyball

Volleyball was invented by William G. Morgan

who was a physical director of Y.M.C.A at

Hoyoke, Massachusetts, U.S.A. in 1895. At the

time, Morgan felt necessity of a Ball game that

is more flexible than strenuous basketball

developed for juveniles, he developed public

exercise for people of all age and both sexes

as proper sports, which is volleyball today. Early

name of volleyball was Minonette, but since DR.

Halstead at Springfield, Massachusetts, the US

invented a game to toss a ball over the net, it

has been called "Volleyball". It was invented as

recreation for workers, but it spread widely

gradually. Volleyball was played in Canada,

1900, in Cuba, 1905. And it was blossomed at

the first Y.M.C.A. championships as authorized

one in 1922. In 1946, Internal Volleyball

Federation was established by 14 countries as

Soviet Russia, Poland, Yugoslavia, Czech and

other countries, Paris in France became the

source.18) In Asia, the system of 16 players was

introduced in the Philippines, 1910. The system
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<Picture 4> Cases of Soccer Uniforms

of 6 players adopted at 4th Asian Championships at

Jakarta in Indonesia brought rapid development

of volleyball.

Banhart, an American physical director of

Hwangseong Christian young men's association

introduced volleyball in Korea, 1916 for the first

time. It did not come into wide use. Then YMCA

invited Brown who is an American from the

Philippine as the physical director in 1927, he

made an effort to teach volleyball and

basketball, the sport begun to spread through

Japanese boy's and girls' middle schools.19)

Among ensign images on volleyball uniform,

total 7 countries as Germany, Russia, Bulgaria,

Japan, China, Poland and France that used the

original colors occupied the biggest position.

Italy is the country to use blue that is not from

the ensign. Argentina is the country to use

colors and shape of the ensign, colors of the

ensign and stripe pattern that expresses the

ensign shape were used for it as the soccer

uniforms. Brazil changed the yellow lozenge in

the center on green background, used yellow for

the middle part of upper clothes and green

color for side lines and sleeves. It was a case

to colors and varied shape of the ensign.

<Picture 5> Cases of Volleyball Uniforms
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3) Baseball

The origin of baseball is U.K. in 1744,

America promoted it to a national sport, it was

developed to an originative sport. Knickerbockers

that were the first baseball club which was

established by New Yorkers in 1854 made the

regulations in 1846, which is the basic form of

baseball rules. After the beginning as the model,

baseball developed to the form at the present

time.20) American pro baseball was born in 1886,

the beginning was Red Star Kings Club by

H.Wright from Cincinnati, it is named pro

baseball team officially in 1969, it is the start of

American pro baseball21). After Mr.Gillet, an

American missionary introduced baseball to

Korea in 1905, it was recreation to cultivate

mutual friendship at school or among Christian

organizations and then spread to people

gradually. Then people of other classes begun

to participate, baseball found its position.22) In

1908, students of foreign language school

played a match at the Royal presence of Emperor

Gojong. Also Tokyo foreign students' team went

to Seoul, Pyeongyang, Gaesung and taught baseball

on their summer vacation in 1909, so the 1910s

was assumed as the actual beginning of

introduction of baseball23). Also the time that pro

league was founded in Korea was May, 1981.

Countries to use colors of ensigns for baseball

uniforms are 4 countries as Taiwan, Mexico,

Cuba and Puerto Rico. Countries to used colors

that are not from ensigns are 2 countries as

Japan and Australia, Japanese athletes wore

upper clothes with indigo blue on the shoulder

that is not from the ensign, also Australians

layered white upper clothes and green shirts, the

colors is not from the ensign, either. Country

that used varied colors was the Republic of

Korea, blue color of the ensign was used for

entire upper clothes, but the color is brighter

blue, so it can be considered as variation of the

ensign color. Countries that used colors from

and not from ensigns were 2 countries as Italy

and Canada, Italy used blue color that is not

from the ensign, Canadian upper clothes was

red of the ensign, but grey pants showed the

color that is not from the ensign. The U.S.

showed varied colors and shape of the ensign,

stripe pattern of white and red from the ensign

were used for the national initial and symbolized

the ensign shape, also adopted indigo blue

which is varied color from blue color of the

ensign for upper clothes. Among 6 designated

sports, baseball uniforms showed ensign images

less than any sports, designs of baseball

uniforms to express ensign images more positively

are necessary.

2. Winter Season

Among sports in winter season, total 6 sports

as skating, ski, luge, ice hockey, bobsleigh,

biathlon are representative. The biggest games

for winter season sports is the Winter Olympics,

it has been considered as an event that can be

compared with the Summer Olympics since

several skate sports were included in 1908 and

1920. In 1924, IOC authorized the Winter

Olympic officially, the first Winter Olympics was

opened in Chamonix, France.24)

In future, Korea aims to open '2018 Pyeong-

chang Winter Olympic' and also International Ice

Championships, World Figure Skating Championships,

Inter Sky Championships are being opened as

winter season sports competitions.

For this thesis, as sports that reflects ensign

images more than any other winter sports, I

limited the objects to 3 sports uniforms as short

track skate from skating, bobsleigh and ice

hockey that is popular in the public of Europe

and the American continents by establishment of
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pro leagues and researched. And I picked 10

pictures of each of the countries and performed

case analysis.

<Picture 6> Cases of baseball uniforms

1) Short Track Speed Skate

Ice sports originated from equipments that

was developed to transport for life by primitive

men in cold northern districts. So ice sports can

be defined as spontaneous physical activities by

necessity in human life as running or shot-

putting. About history of ice sports, the process

of development of ice sports can be assumed

by analysis and examination of shapes and

records of remains that were found at several

historic sites. According to Panin from Russia, a

sleigh-shaped transport which was made of

animal bones among remains at caves in the

Stone Age before Christ were found, it was

proved that it was an equipment to slide on the

ice by observation of the size, shape and worn

bottom. Also the origin is shown from the skates

with bony strings on them at British Museum in

U.K. or bony skates that seems to be used by

the natives Scandinavians and Eskimos.

<Picture 7> Cases of Short track
speed skate uniforms
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Competition of short track speed skating

occurred in North America and Canada. It was

prevalent in U.K. and Austria since long time

ago. In Korea, one male and female athlete

participated in World Championships in Japan,

1983 for the first time. And national korean team

was organized in 1985 when short track speed

skating was officially adopted for the First Winter

Asian Games in 1986. In Korea, it is one of the

popular winter sports that conquers the world in

olympics, world championships and other international

competitions at present.25)

Reflection of ensign images on uniforms for

short track speed skaters is as follows.

The cases that used colors of ensigns

symbolically are 3 countries as Korea, Belgium

and China. Italy and Australia used colors that

are not from ensigns, Italy used blue and

Australia used yellow and green. Countries

showed colors and varied colors of ensigns

were the U.S. and Canada, the U.S. varied blue

of the ensign to indigo blue, Canada toned red

of the ensign down and used it for the

uniforms. Japanese was the country showed

colors that are from and not from the ensign,

red from the ensign and black and orange that

is not from the ensign were used, so Japanese

athletes wore uniforms that 2 traits were

reflected. Germany used black of the ensign

used for pants and shoulder of upper clothes

and also used sky blue that is not related with

the ensign at all for the middle part of upper

clothes, printed the ensign shape on the edges

of sleeves. So they were the uniforms that

reflected 3 traits as colors of the ensign, colors

that is not from the ensign and the ensign

shape. Hungarian uniforms showed three traits

that are colors of the ensign, colors that is not

from the ensign and varied shape of the ensign,

black that is not from the ensign used for

pants, original colors of the ensign and varied

shape of the ensign were used for upper

clothes.

2) Ice Hockey

There are many theories about the origin of

ice hockey. Some expert assumes british soldiers

who were stationed at Kingston and Halifax in

Canada invented ice hockey, some people say

students at Mcgill University in Montreal played

ice hockey first time. Even though there are

different opinions about the origin of ice hockey,

people who study ice hockey history have same

opinion that R.F. Smith who lived in Montreal

made ice hocky rule first time at the end of the

1870s. First game was at a ice-locked river in

1879.26) First pro ice hockey has begun since

1917 by organization of American team and

Canada team. NHL league that is also called

Stanley Cup begun with 4 teams as Montreal

Canadians, Montreal Wonderers, Ottawa

Senetors, Toronto Airless.27) The first time that

ice hockey was introduced in Korea was on

January 2nd, 1928 by Japanese ice hockey team

at Tokyo University who was invited by Youngsan

social club of the railroad administration and had

an exhibition game on the ice-rink of the social

club on their way home from a game at

Manchuria.28) Bakguhwalbing club team by

common ice hockey fans in the year was the

first ice hockey team in Joseon. In 1947, ice

hockey association was organized. It joined

international Ice Hockey Federation in 1960.29)

Countries that used colors of ensigns

symbolically for ice hockey uniforms were 2

countries as Russia and the Czech Republic,

country that used colors that are not from

ensigns was Italy, blue was used for both upper

clothe and pants. Countries that used colors of

ensigns and other colors were 2 countries as
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Swiss and U.K., both of the countries used

black color that is not from ensigns for pants, a

country that used colors and shape of the

ensign was Germany, black color was used for

entire upper clothe and pants and the shape of

the ensign was reflected on sleeves and sides

of upper clothe. Uniforms of Norway and

Sweden showed colors and altered shapes of

ensigns, Norwegian uniform has altered shape of

the ensign on the sides of upper clothe and

under knees of pants, Swedish uniform has

altered shape of the ensign on the ends of

sleeves and under knees of pants. Canadian

<Picture 8> Cases of Ice Hockey Uniform

uniform shows 3 traits as colors and shape of

the ensign and colors which is not from the

ensign, black color which is not from the ensign

and altered shape of maple leaf in the ensign

were used. The U.S. changed and used the

shape and colors of the ensign. And the blue

part of ensign was altered to indigo blue as

symbolical color from the ensign, red and white

stripe pattern of the ensign altered to a logo.

3) Bobsleigh

The beginning is sleighs with steel runner by

<Picture 9> Cases of Bobsleigh Uniforms
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americans in Swiss who was not satisfied with

the speed of wooden sleighs in 1890, first

official game was played at St. Moritz, in Swiss,

1898. FIBT (Federation Internationale de

Bobsleigh et de Tobaganning) was founded in

1923, bobsleigh was adopted as an official

sport since First Chamonix Winter Olympics in

1924. It is a sport game that decides the winner

with total time required, bobsled slides two times

and bobsled for 4 athletes slides 4 times.30)

In Asia, there is the first course that was

constructed for Winter Olympics at Sapporo in

Japan, 191231), Korea Luge-Bobsleigh Federation

was founded in 1985, also Korea joined FLE

(International Luge Federation) the same year.

Countries that used original colors of ensigns

from the ensign images for bobsleigh uniforms

are 3 countries as Netherlands, Russia and U.K.,

the U.S. used varied color of the ensign, so

indigo blue was used for entire uniforms.

Countries that used colors that are not from the

ensigns were 2 countries as Swiss, Australia,

Swiss used black and yellow that are not from

the ensign, and Australia used green and yellow.

Countries that used colors from the ensigns and

colors that are not from them were 3 countries

as Spain, Italy, Canada. Spain used red of the

ensign for upper clothes and also used black

color for pants. Italy used blue that is not from

the ensign and white from the ensign for the

shoulders and sides of upper clothes. Canada

used indigo blue overall and also used red of

the ensign on the shoulders and sides of pants.

Germany used color of the ensign, color that is

not from it and the ensign shape, black of the

ensign used for shoulder, from upper part of the

knees to the ankles in gradation form with white

that is not from the ensign and the ensign

image was shown from the shoulders to the

wrists.

IV. Aesthetic Characteristics of
Sportswear Uniform

1. Symbolical Beauty

Symbolical beauty is the most basic aesthetic

characteristics of uniforms, it is the most

effective way to express and promote national

images and also it is aesthetic characteristics

that can performs the functions of uniforms

faithfully. The ways to express symbolical beauty

on uniforms are using ensign colors for uniforms

or original patterns of one's ensign for entire or

some part of uniforms. It reminds one's national

image.

French soccer uniforms <Picture 4> and Polish

volleyball uniforms <Picture 5> showed the

original colors of ensigns from upper clothes

and pants and so expressed symbolical beauty,

French soccer uniforms showed blue color of

the ensign from upper clothes and white color

of the ensign from the ensign, Polish volleyball

uniforms showed both colors of the ensign,

white and red from upper clothes and pants.

Symbolical beauty of soccer uniforms of Croatia

<Picture 4> was from emphasized check pattern

of white and red of shield pattern in the middle

part of the ensign, check pattern of white and

red was used for the entire upper clothes. White

short pants emphasize the check pattern more,

it can get attention and also it is a good case

to use symbolical pattern of the ensign.

Symbolical beauty of American baseball uniforms

<Picture 6> and American ice hockey uniforms

<Picture 8> is from that stripe pattern of red

and white of the Stars and Stripes used for the

middle part of uniforms with the name of the

nation.
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2. Beauty of Variation

Beauty of brevity is a aesthetic characteristics

from indirect ensign image, the facts that the

sophisticated variation of ensign shape gives

visual pleasure and draw interest are good

points. The way of expression was change or

exaggeration of one's ensign shape and give

geometrical new shape to uniforms or using

varied the color itself of ensign or colors that

are not from the ensign.

Brazilian volleyball uniforms <Picture 5> shows

varied trait of the ensign that is yellow lozenge

on green background in the middle part, yellow

color was used for the middle part of upper

clothes and green color was used for the side

lines and sleeves. It can be considered as

varied use of trait of the ensign shape.

Hungarian short track uniforms <Picture 7>

showed red, white and green from ensign colors

are shown on the upper clothes overall, the 3

colors was expressed in a form of gradation, it

was a case to varied the ensign shape in

sophisticated way.

Australian short track uniforms <Picture 7> and

bobsleigh uniforms <Picture 9> used colors that

is not from the ensign and varied color from the

ensign. Both uniforms of Australia used bluish

green color and yellow color, new pattern that is

different with the ensign shape were expressed

on the uniforms overall, only green color used

for baseball uniforms <Picture 6>, Italian

volleyball uniforms <Picture 5>, baseball

uniforms <Picture 6>, short track speed skate

uniforms <Picture7>, Ice hockey uniforms

<Picture 8>, Bobsleigh uniform <Picture 9> used

blue color that is not from the ensign for the

entire uniforms and expressed beauty of

variation. You can see varied colors from short

track speed skate uniforms and sophisticated

variation by using new pattern for upper clothes.

3. Beauty of Brevity

For beauty of brevity, they dose not reflect

original shape of ensigns, exaggerate or distort

a part of ensigns like they did to give

symbolical beauty or beauty of variation, they

rather pursuit simple beauty of ensigns than

pursuit various elements of design. Ornamental

elements of uniforms are limited as much as

possible, they use only one color among colors

of ensigns or other colors.

For Volleyball uniform of Bulgaria <Picture 5>,

green and red among the colors of the ensign

were used, but green color was used for the

broadest part of the upper garment and pants,

red color was used only as ornamental element

so it shows beauty of brevity. About beauty of

brevity in baseball uniform of Canada <Picture

6> is from simple use of red color of maple leaf

that is the ensign image and also the national

image for the entire upper clothes and grey

color that is not from the ensign without

ornamental elements. Blue short track uniforms

of Korea <Picture 7> shows blue color of the

great absolute pattern and also used blue color

that symbolize the flag of Korean Peninsula. And

it showed black color of 4 corner of 'Geon,

Gon, Gam, Li( )' on the sleeves. Chinese乾坤離坎

short track uniforms <Picture 7> used red of the

ensign for the entire uniforms and excluded

other ornamental elements, so it shows beauty

of brevity. Soccer uniform of Netherlands

<Picture 4> used orange color for the entire

upper clothes to express the image of the

"Orange Royal Family" and did not used other

elements of design, so it also showed beauty of

brevity.
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<Table 1> Aesthetic characteristics of
sportswear uniforms of each sport

V. Frequency of Aesthetic Characteristics
for Each of the Sports

10 representative pictures of each of the

summer and winter season sports was used for

percentage, this study sorted countries that

showed each of the aesthetic characteristics and

expressed it to percentage. And this study separated

it to summer season and winter season again

and expressed 30 pictures of summer season

and 30 pictures of winter season to percentage.

Frequency of aesthetic characteristics is as

follows. Among 10 pictures of soccer as

summer season sports, 6 countries (60%)

showed symbolical beauty, 1 country (10%)

showed beauty of variation, 3 countries (30%)

showed beauty of brevity. The rate of symbolical

beauty was the highest. Among 10 pictures of

volleyball, 6 countries (60%) showed symbolical

beauty, 2 countries (20%) showed beauty of

variation, 2 countries (20%) showed beauty of

brevity, the rate of symbolical beauty was the

highest in the case, too. According to 10

pictures from representative countries for baseball,

one country (10%) showed symbolical beauty, 4

countries(40%) showed beauty of variation, 5

countries (50%) showed beauty of brevity, so

the rate of beauty of brevity was the highest. In

the conclusion, the rate of symbolical beauty

was the highest in summer season, then the

next were beauty of brevity and beauty of

variation in the order.

In winter season sports, among 10 national

pictures of short track speed skate, 2 countries

(20%) showed symbolical beauty, 5 countries (50%)

showed beauty of variation, 3 countries (30%)

showed beauty of brevity, so the rate of beauty

of variation was high, among 10 national

pictures of ice hockey, 5 countries (50%) showed

symbolical beauty, 4 countries (40%) showed

beauty of variation, 1 country (10%) showed beauty

of brevity, so the rate of symbolical beauty was

the highest. Among 10 national pictures of

bobsleigh, 4 countries (40%) showed symbolical

<Table 2> Distribution of aesthetic characteristics

in each of the sportswear uniforms
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beauty, 5 countries (50%) showed beauty of

variation, 1 country (10%) showed beauty of

brevity. In winter season, the rate of beauty of

variation was the highest, the next were

symbolical beauty, beauty of brevity in the order.

<Table 3> Frequency graphy of aesthetic
characteristics of sportswear uniforms

Symbolical

beauty

Beauty of

variation

Beauty of

brevity

Soccer

Brazil,Spain
Argentina,
Croatia,
Paraguay,
France

6 countries

Korea
1 country

Netherlands,
Belgium,
Portugal
3 countries

Volleyball

Germany,
Argentina,
Japan,
China,
Poland,
France

6 countries

Brazil,
Italy,

2 countries

Russia,
Bulgaria
2 countries

Baseball
U.S.

1 country

Korea
Italy, Japan,
Australia
4 countries

Taiwan,
Mexico

Cuba, Canada,
Puerto Rico
5 countries

Short
track
speed
skate

Germany,

Belgium

2 countries

Italy, Japan,
Canada,
Australia
Hungary
5 countries

Korea,
U.S.A.,
China

3 countries

Ice

Hockey

Germany,
,Russia,
U.S.,Swiss,
the Czech
Republic
5 countries

Norway,
Sweden,
Italy,
Canada
4 countries

U.K.
1 country

Bobsleigh

Netherlands,
Germany,
Russia,
U.K.

4 countries

Swiss,
Spain,
Italy,
Canada,
Australia
5 countries

U.S.
1 countries

Total 24 countries 21 countries 15 countries

VI. Conclusion

Now sports games mean more than games, it

is an issue of global citizens and they are

becoming opportunities for international exchange

and making harmony. No matter the winner is,

they are opportunities to shows one's own

country, the effect even has power to control

the country's economy. So you can say the

importance of studying uniform design is being

bigger.

This study about concept of uniform,

theoretical background and historical study of

sportswear uniform was conducted with records

and past studies. About sportswear uniform, this

study separated it to winter season and summer

season, investigated researched soccer, volleyball,

baseball for the summer season and 3 kinds of

sports as short track speed skate, ice hockey,

bobsleigh for the winter season. Also this study

separated and researched sports in summer

season and winter season and researched

historical origin and the times of introduction of

each of the sports with internet data and

records. For pictures of each of the sports, 10

pictures which show the characteristics more

than the others were chosen, the colors and

patterns of uniforms were analyzed. And this

study tried to find out how they expressed

ensign images.

From the materials as the base, 3 types of

beauty which residents in uniform as symbolical

beauty, beauty of variation and beauty of brevity

could be founded.

First, symbolical beauty delivers national image

more effective than anything to people in other

countries and it is the most basic aesthetic

characteristics among functions of uniform. It is

aesthetic characteristics from use of original

pattern or colors of one's ensign or expression

of an enlarged part of the ensign.

Second, beauty of variation is from indirect

expression of ensign image, the good point is

that the varied shape of one's ensign can excite

the audience and have their interest. It is
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aesthetic characteristics from making of

geometrical new shape for uniforms or use of

varied colors of one's ensign.

Third, beauty of brevity is the simplest trait

that exclude ornamental elements among the

three aesthetic characteristics. It is aesthetic

characteristics from excluding design elements,

unifying uniforms in one color from or not from

one's ensign.

By this study, various aesthetic characteristics

that show ensign images on sportswear uniforms

could be known. However it has a limitation that

it didn't study uniforms of various nations and

sports, so generalization of this study's result is

not recommended. It is considered that more

profound and multifarious approaches to expression

of ensign images in sportswear uniforms are

necessary. And also study on flexibility from

change of uniform design by traits of sports is

desirable. Furthermore, it is desirable to establish

originality of design that express ensign image

in more diverse way with correct understanding

about sportswear uniform.
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